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Linking land and sea management – an obvious necessity

● Strong links between land and sea

– From human activities point of view

– From ecosystem point of view
● Differences between the two environments has led to 

different legal regimes

● Coherence in marine and coastal zone management can 
only be achieved through an integrated approach



  

Which are the main differences ?

● No private ownership of sea areas

● Most of activities are mobiles (fisheries, shipping) and the principle 
of freedom of navigation remain strongly rooted in users minds.

● Activities at sea use different layers (seabed, water column)  a 
tridimensional space

● Activities can succeed one another in time

● Different authorities are in charge of land and sea areas 
management

= Different perceptions, priorities, laws and authorities reinforce the 
natural boundary between land and sea



  

Two parallel integrated management tools

● An integrated approach should cope with this

– To say that an integrated approach should be able to 
link land and sea management

● So, why two integrated approaches roughly one for land 
(Integrated Coastal Zone Management) and one for sea 
(Maritime Spatial Planning) has been developed?

– Could it be because ICZM has been designed only for 
land ?



  

Integrating land and sea management has always 
been part of ICZM

● 1992 Agenda 21 Chapter 17 first programme area: 
“Integrated management and sustainable development of 
coastal areas, including exclusive economic zones;”

● 2002 ICZM recommendation “Member States (…) take a 
strategic approach to the management of their coastal 
zones, based on (…) improved coordination of the actions 
taken by all the authorities concerned both at sea and on 
land, in managing the sea-land interaction”



  

ICZM limits in linking land and sea management 

● Failure of ICZM to link land and sea management

● ICZM experiences are limited to marine spaces close to 
the shore

● Lots of obstacles to a management encompassing coastal 
and marine zones:

– Stakeholders are partly different

– Authorities in charge are different

– Uses are different

– Authorities are different



  

Summarizing

● ICZM failure in implementing integrated land/sea 
management

– Early concern (Agenda 21 Rio Earth summit 1992)

– Practice remains mostly land oriented
● MSP, the complementary seaward perspective

– Lands and Seas: two worlds

– The challenge of its link to terrestrial perspective and 
ICZM



  

Land/sea management link in the MSP EU Directive 

MSP EU Directive addresses the land/sea 
management link in two ways :

- a negative one 

- a positive one



  

MSP EU Directive addresses the land/sea link

First way: Don’t panic ! The Directive doesn’t 
interfere with the terrestrial planning. It is out of its 
scope.

● § 17 Preambule

“This framework Directive does not interfere with Member States’ competence 
for town and country planning, including any terrestrial or land spatial planning 
system used to plan how land and coastal zone should be used. If Member 
States apply terrestrial planning to coastal waters or parts thereof, this Directive 
should not apply to those waters”.

● Article 2 Scope

“1.   This Directive shall apply to marine waters of Member States, without 
prejudice to other Union legislation. It shall not apply to coastal waters or parts 
thereof falling under a Member State’s town and country planning, provided that 
this is communicated in its maritime spatial plans” (...).”



  

MSP EU Directive addresses the land/sea link

Second way: 

- Don’t forget that land does exist. 

- Let’s try to be coherent with terrestrial plans

- How ? Well... when you will figure it out, mention it into the plan

● Art. 4.2 “Each Member State shall establish and implement maritime spatial planning./ In doing so, Member 
States shall take into account land-sea interactions (...).“

● Article 6 Minimum requirements for maritime spatial planning

“Member States shall: 

(a) take into account land-sea interactions; (...)

(c) aim to promote coherence between maritime spatial planning and the resulting plan or plans and other 
processes, such as integrated coastal management or equivalent formal or informal practices;“

● Article 7 Land-sea interactions

“1.   In order to take into account land-sea interactions (...), should this not form part of the maritime spatial 
planning process as such, Member States may use other formal or informal processes, such as integrated coastal 
management. The outcome shall be reflected by Member States in their maritime spatial plans.

2.   Without prejudice to Article 2(3), Member States shall aim through maritime spatial planning to promote 
coherence of the resulting maritime spatial plan or plans with other relevant processes”.



  

Drivers of the shift from ICZM and MSP Directive to MSP Directive

● ICZM limits in managing marine and coastal zones

● Environment orientation of ICZM vs Blue growth oriented MSP

● Member states are reluctant to allow EU ruling coastal zones

● Economic pressure to ensure a legal framework to plan 
settlement of activities at sea (wind farm)

= So, the co-existence of two integrated management 
processes is more the result of a political movement than a 
solution to land-sea link issue. 



  

Some reflections about how to link land and 
sea managements

● In an ideal world : all stakeholders and authorities involved 
have to know each other and to know the whole socio-
environmental context (both land and sea parts)

– Usualy they miss time 
● Taking into account what already does exist

– Cooperation based on needs 
● From a legal point of view, organising clearly the links 

between terrestrial and marine plan (using compatibility links)


